Subject Index

Akaike information criterion (AIC), 228, 233
Bayesian information criterion (BIC), 221,
228.233
Carter administration, 27 1-72
CBI. See Central bank independence (CBI)
Central bank: proposed European Central
Bank, 325-26; reforms in New Zealand
and France, 324-25
Central bank, Germany: Bundesbank Board,
366; Central Bank Council, 366; daily
policy management, 370; design and jurisdiction of, 366-67; independence of,
366; inflation policy of Bundesbank, 363;
institutions of Bundesbank, 365-71; monetary targets, 367; policy (1973-78).
372-75; policy (1979-83), 375-76; policy (1983-89), 376-77; policy (199093), 377
Central bank independence (CBI): association
with inflation, 339-62; defined, 337
Central bank money (CBM), Germany, 370
Consumption: allocation with inflation,
129-39
Consumption, retirement: with traditional welfare gain, 131-36; welfare effects of
price changes in, 129-30
Data: construction of matched Current Population Survey panels, 105-7; construction
using Nexis newspaper article abstracts,
283-85
Data sources: analysis of inflation effects on
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labor market, 72,73-74; for analysis of
reporting of wage changes, 83; to estimate NAIRU based on Phillips curve,
206; for term “shortage,” 283-85
Deadweight loss: from distortion caused by inflation, 129; imposed by capital taxation,
149; from life-cycle consumption distortion, 129-30
Deutsche Bundesbank Act (1957), 366
Discount window, German, 371
Disinflation: change in unemployment with,
179-84; effects on NAIRU, 171-74,
188-92; interaction with labor market
variables, 176-79; Volcker’s policy of,
258,272,274
Dynamic inconsistency, 309, 314-15, 319,
331-32
Economic performance: German (1980s to
present), 364; German central bank attention to, 378
Economy, U.S.: effects of Great Depression
on, 250-52, 255-57; legacy of Keynes
(1960s), 252-57; supply shocks as cause
of inflation (1970s), 267-70,276-77
European Central Bank (ECB), proposed structure, 325-26
European Monetary System (EMS): collapse
(1992), 377; role of Germany in, 366-67
Federal Reserve Board: Bums’s policy, 258,
262-65,272-73; Volcker’s disinflation
policy, 258, 272, 274
France: monetary institution reform, 324-25
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Friedman-Phelps accelerationist model,
278-79
Great Depression effect, 250-52,255-57,
277-78
Humphrey-Hawkins unemployment legislation
(1977). 271
Hysteresis theories of unemployment, 189-90
Inflation: cost-benefit analysis in reducing,
124; cost of owner-occupied housing services with, 1 4 0 cost to an economy, 126;
cost to reduce, 128-29; Deutsche Bundesbank targeting of, 367-70; different definitions of, 67; differing public attitudes
toward, 50-57; effect on demand for
owner-occupied housing, 140; effect on
intertemporal consumption allocation,
129-39; effect on net cost of debt service, 148-49; effects of reduced, 128t,
149-50; gains from, 127; German byperinflation, 366; ignorance about and misunderstanding of, 68; interaction with downward nominal wage rate, 114-15; link to
shortages, 282-83; model of benefits
from lowering, 157-66; in popular culture, 14-17; public perceptions of effects, 26-50; seigniorage gain from, 127;
West Germany (1973-89), 363. See also
Disinflation
Inflation, US.: 196841,257,266-67; annual
(1890-1995), 247-48; cause of 1970s,
250-51,267-70,273; disinflation (198283), 258
Inflation fallacy, 6
Inflation interviews: questionnaire, 18-19; results of questionnaire A, 20-26; results
of questionnaires B and C, 26-50
Inflation policy: effect of inconsistent, 309; effect of limited knowledge on, 310-14;
made according to binding rule, 314-15;
recent and proposed reforms, 322-26; in
West Germany, 363
Inflation rates: country-level (1973-94), 33536,341-56; effect of reduction from 2
percent to zero, 130-36; influential literature related to, 337-39; with price stability, 123
Interest rates: Bundesbank adjustment of dayto-day rate, 380; German central bank setting and manipulation of short-term,
370-7 1,377

Labor market: effect of variables on NAIRU,
174-76; interaction of disinflation and
variables of, 176-79. See also NAIRU
(non-accelerating-inflation rate of unemployment); Unemployment
Livingston survey, 206-7
Macroeconomic policy: based on memory of
Great Depression, 250-52.255-56; related to disinflation, 171-74; relation to
rate of unemployment, 168. See also
Monetary policy
Monetary aggregate targeting, Germany,
369-70
Monetary policy: inconsistency of inflation
policy, 309; institutional remedies for policy failure, 314-22; making knowledge
available, 315-18; under Nixon wageprice control program, 266; recent and
proposed reforms, 322-27; sources of
failure in, 309-14
Monetary policy, German: day-to-day rate reflects, 371; inflation and monetary
growth (1973-78). 372-75; inflation and
monetary growth (1979-83). 375-76; inflation and monetary growth (1983-89),
376-77; inflation and monetary growth
(1990-93). 377; inflation under, 363; objective, 365
Money demand, 145-48

NAIRU (non-accelerating-inflation rate of un-

employment): changes in (1980-90).
168-72; changes related to labor market
variables, 174-76; concept of, 168-69;
confidence intervals and sensitivity estimates, 210-40; with disinflation, 171-74;
estimates based on unemployment,
209-10; estimates based on unemployment rate properties, 205-10; estimates
in context of Phillips relation, 197-205;
experiences of different OECD countries,
182-84; long-run unemployment trend
in, 167; models based on labor market
theories, 208-9; models defining, 196;
rise in (1970s). 277; statistical models,
207-8; true estimates, 262; uncertainty
producing imprecise estimates, 235-37
New Economics: macroeconomic ideas of
(1960s), 278
New Zealand: monetary institution reform,
324-25
Nixon administration: economic policy,
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261-65; wage-price freeze (1971),
265-66

Policymakers: with limited knowledge and information, 3 10-1 2; proposed discretion
for, 314-22.333-34
Price stability: benefits and costs of, 124; benefits of absolute, 126-27; meaning of, 123
Reunification, German, 377
Revenue effects: of lower inflation on housing
subsidy, 144-45; of lower inflation rate,
136-37; of reduced money demand,
147-48
Seigniorage: with distortion of money demand, 145-48; government revenue
from, 127
Shortages: link to inHation, 282-83
Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF),
206-7
Tax system: effect with inflation, 129-39; indexation proposals and problems, 150-53
Uncertainty: producing imprecise NAIRU estimates, 235-37
Unemployment: changes in (198Os), 174-76;
changes with disinflation, 179-84;
Humphrey-Hawkins law, 270-7 I ; hystere-

sis theories of, 189-90; idea of frictional,
structural, and cyclical, 25 1,255-56; relation to macroeconomic policy, 168; relation to U.S. economic policy (1960s),
250-5 1,255-57
Wage rates: characteristics of wage change distributions, 79-81 ; distribution of individual changes in, 73-81; distributions of
year-to-year changes in log real, 74-79;
simulation of measurement error effect,
111-13
Wage rigidity: data showing (1976-93),
74-81; effect of inflation on, 84-100; incidence of nominal and real, 8 1-84;
market-level evidence, 100-104; measuring effects of, 87-91
Wage rigidity, downward nominal: definition
of, 114; effect on employment volatility,
114-15; interaction with inflation,
114-15
Welfare effect: of distortion of money demand, 146-47; gain from reduced distortion of housing consumption, 140-44;
gain from reduced inflation, 137-39; gain
from reduced intertemporal distortion,
131-36; of reducing inflation from 2 percent to zero, 127-28, 130-36. See also
Deadweight loss

